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HAIRCUTTING & STYLING

HAIRCUTTING & STYLING

WOMEN’S BLOW DRY 				
Paco Elite Stylist

Mar Creative Director

60 €

45 €

All blow-dry services are available to purchase in courses
of three treatments for the price of two.

HAIR WASH								

15 €

Plus long 								

15 €

WOMEN’S CUT

75 €

30 €

				
WOMEN’S CUT & ROUGH DRY

45 €

WOMEN´S CUT & BLOW-DRY

125 €

75 €

Paco Elite Stylist
60 €

Mar Creative Director
30 €

25 €

15 €

MEN’S CUT & BLOW-DRY		

All men’s cut & blow-dry are available to purchase three for
the price of two.

MEN’S BEARD TRIM				

MEN’S SHAPE 								
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21 €

HAIRCUTTING & STYLING

WOMEN´S DRY HAIR UP
Mar Creative Director
						

WOMEN’S SHAMPOO & HAIR UP						

BRIDAL HAIR TRIAL 					

63 €

88 €

125 €

Visit the salon for a bespoke consultation to achieve your
best wedding hair. This 90 minute Bridal Hair Trial covers
everything from styling advice to booking a stylist to create
your wedding-day look, and includes a full consultation
and dry styling of two to three styles. Please note: hair must
be washed the day before your appointment.

Wedding Day Hair - In salon
Price on request
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HAIR COLOURING

COLOURING
Our O Way range is completely organic and cruelty free
and the colour range is ammonia free.

HCOLOUR				

Paco Elite Stylist
From 55 €
Permanent colour based in ecologic active ingredients and
biodynamic oils , getting a full coverage and at the same time you
get a treatment with all the additives making it shiny and healthy.
HNECTAR						
Semi - permanent colour that with its nutrients regenerates your
hair and make its very shinny with a silky texture, making your
hair look younger and healthier.

From 55 €

Mar Creative Director
45 €

55 €

HBLEACH
Highlights are a classic way of achieving a softer, more naturallooking colour. Hbleach is ammonia - free cream lightener with
organic essential oils and kukui butter. Nourishing and non aggressive, moisturizes and protects the hair and scalp for clean
colour results and soft hair.
HALF HEAD HIGHLIGHTS				
FULL HEAD HIGHTLIGHTS				

From 145 €
From 245 €

75 €
145 €

BALAYAGE 			

From 225 €

170 €

Balayage (which means “to sweep” in French) is a colouring
technique that creates depth and dimension for a natural-looking
sun-kissed effect. It is ideal for first-time colour clients and those
wanting a treatment that is easy to maintain.
HAIR COLOUR REMOVAL

Price on request

Please ask for a complimentary consultation to ensure that your
hair is suitable for colour removal.
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H E A D S pa T reatments

HEAD SPA TREATMENTS

Discover our concept of natural and holistic wellbeing
as we welcome you to examine the health of your hair
and can recommend the best treatments to rejuvenate
and repair.
For starters, every consultation for a head spa treatment
begins with a close examination of your hair follicles and
scalp with a computer scanner. We can see on screen,
close up, what your head needs and how we can help.
Each treatment is tailored to suit the individuals needs,
whether it’s for regrowth and rebuilding to treating
conditions like flaky scalp and hair loss.
For each treatment please note the blow dry is an
additional cost.
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H E A D S pa T reatments

30 €

HERBS & CLAY PEELING CLEANSER
O Way Herbs & Clay Peeling Cleanser is a holistic beauty
and wellness detox treatment for the scalp, hair and
mind. It’s 100% natural ingredients have a gentle peeling
effect to deeply cleanse and purify the scalp, promoting
healthy hair growth and scalp function.

After your initial consultation where we will have examined
your scalp and hair follicles we apply an exfoliating mixture
to penetrate and stimulate your hair. You will relax in an
eye mask whilst your scalp is given a relaxing scrub and
massage.

Your hair and scalp will feel rejuvenated and you will see the
visible difference when you look again at your hair under
the microscope of the camera.
Please note the Blow Dry after this treatment is an additional
charge.
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H E A D S pa T reatments

HYDRODHARA ANTI - AGEING FLOWERFALL 		
Hydrodhara Flowerfall is deeply rooted in traditional
Ayurvedic medicine. A gentle flow of water relieves
nervous tension, stress and delivers nutrients to the hair
and scalp, making your hair shine. It provides in-salon
experience and service to relax the mind and regenerate
the hair and scalp.

This treatment uses essential oil distilled from Biodynamic
Rosemary (stimulating), Lavender (relaxing), Rose,
Lemon (antioxidant) and Fair Trade Araza to create
an aromatherapeutic atmosphere for relaxation and
rejuvenation.

These essential oils are collected and transformed into
Flowerfall, active waters filled with anti-aging and chakrabalancing benefits. These active waters then flow over the
head and through the hair, relieving the hair and scalp
of tension and stress by indirectly stimulating the pituitary
gland – our centre of health and well-being.

Please note the Blow Dry after this treatment is an additional
charge.
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30 €

H E A D S pa T reatments

DEEP MOISTURISING EXPERIENCE

At Carrion Head Spa we have a solution for all hair
types. We love to create a healthy organic mask
which is suitable to treat all conditions and leave
your hair looking and feeling amazing. To help these
ingredients penetrate the hair we like to add either a
misting cap or an ultrasonic cold iron.

25 €

Mist 		
Our exclusive mist machine provides a deep relaxation with
music at the same time the hair mask best selected for your
hair type penetrates and deeply moisturizes with the magic
of the mist.

45 €

Ultrasonic Cold Iron 			
For a deeper penetration of our O Way masks treatments, we
have our Ultrasonic Infrared Cold Iron which will make the
product penetrate as much as it can, leaving you with very
healthy hair.
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H E A D S pa T reatments

O ur O w ay mas k treatments

SUNWAY
Effectively removes chlorine, salt and other residues from the hair and body.
gently moisturizes the hair fibre, thanks to a targeted mix of oils. It provides
nourishment and protection to hair that has suffered the effects of sun, salt
and chlorine.
REBUILDING
It gives treated and damaged hair structure. Strengthens the hair fibre
against external aggressions.
It restores protein material to the hair, repairing and sealing the cuticles. Soft,
moisturized hair, perfectly rebuilt from the inside.
SILK´N GLOW
Infuses dry, damaged hair with a silkening blend of Biodynamic Oat Extract,
Organic Cupuaçu Butter, and Brazil Nut. This synergy of deeply nourishing
botanicals calms frizz and reveals shiny, lustrous hair.
MOISTURIZING
Deeply replenishes and repairs dry, brittle hair with a nourishing blend of
Biodynamic Hazelnut, Organic Honey and Ethical Murmuru Butter. It also
provides protection against split end formation.
Lends softness, brightness and prevents the formation of split ends.
CURLY
Cleanses naturally curly and permed hair with extreme gentleness. Provides
an intense anti-frizz action.
It perfectly detangles and defines curls without weighing them down. It
moisturizes and strengthens the hair keratin in curly hair.
SMOOTHING
It gives extreme smoothness even to most difficult to treat hair. It prepares
hair for straightening making it easy to manage during styling.
COLOUR UP
It restores the hair’s correct pH levels, while sealing the cuticle and locking in
color and shine. The results are healthy, long-lasting hair color.
It detangles and deeply reinvigorates treated hair. It gives shine and smoothes
the cuticle.
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TRIC HOLOGY

WE USE THE POWER OF THE PLANTS TO TREAT SCALP
CONDITIONS
For those clients with hair and scalp conditions which
need a little more care we have several treatments
which can be good for flaky or sensitive scalps, oily hair
and hair loss.
It’s always better to receive more than one treatment for
these conditions so we offer packages which includes a
FREE blow dry and shampoo and conditioner.
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H E A D S pa T reatments

TRICOLOGÍA

REBALANCING
Detoxifying and restorative method, for skin and hair with
excess sebum.
Our recommended 4 week program : 4 treatments at the salon
including blow dry + Shampoo & Conditioner for your use at
home 181 € (Save 125 €)
Single session 36 €

SOOTHING
Ultra-delicate soothing treatment for red and sensitive skin.
Our recommended 4 week program : 4 treatments at the salon
including blow dry + Shampoo Remedy for your use at home
220 € (Save 125 €)
Single session 36 €

PURIFYING
Purifying and regulating method for scalps with oily or dandruff
scaling.
Our recommended 4 week program : 4 treatments at the
salon including blow dry + Shampoo & Remedy for your use
at home 196 € (Save 125 €)
Single session 36 €

HAIR-LOSS
Micro-stimulating and hair growth coadjutant for thinning hair.
Our recommended 4 week program :
2 herbs & clay peeling cleanser with ampoule including blow dry
& 1 Hydrodhara to revitalize + Shampoo & Remedy for use at
home 196 € (Save 170 €)
Single sessionl 45 €
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H E A D S pa T reatments

REBUILDING

REBUILDING
REBUILDING is the deep regenerative treatment,
which gives substance and matter to damaged hair. A
complete customized program, which supplies hair fiber
its essential components: biomimetic vegetable proteins,
which repair structural damage by reconstructing the
molecular structure of keratin; lipids, which create a
protective layer around the cuticle and trace elements
and minerals that supply strength, softness and
resistance.
It gives:
Shine
Elasticity
Hydration
Remineralization
Body + structure

Cuticle repair
Strength
Energy
Resistance

Single session 75 €
Our 4 week program : Herbs & clay peeling cleanser
followed by 4 Rebuilding treatments including blow dry +
Shampoo & Mask for use at home.

Our recommended 8 week program : Herbs & clay peeling
cleanser followed by 7 Rebuilding Treatments including
blow dry + Shampoo & Mask for use at home.
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288 € (Save 250 €)

433 € (Save 290 €)

H E A D S pa T reatments

en z ymotherapy

enzymotherapy
Discover the exclusive power of our
Enzymotherapy Treatment line. This is the
biggest technological advancement in
recent years. Enzymes and tannic acids
combined with heat work to develop
a unique system that leaves your hair
smoother than ever. Thanks to enzymes
and tannic acid develope a unique system
that leaves your hair smooth activated
by the heat. Enzymes get the chemical
reaction proceeds faster and achieves
tannic acid molecular restructuring,
called enzyme-linked Protein Molecular
restructuring.

Original treatment with enzymes.
Compatible with any chemical and dye.
Success insured in your salon.
More body and thick for your hair.
Brighter and reconstruction hair.

Greater power formula straightening.
0% formaldehyde and derivatives.
Without itching or discomfort.
Straightens 100% of hair in a uniform and natural way.
Compatible with all types of hair.
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H E A D S pa T reatments

HYDRATION AND NUTRITION

BATH

63 €

		

Volume and body.
Eliminates frizz.
Fuller effect.
Exclusive for fine hair.
Duration 20 - 30 days progressive.
55 €

VOLUMEN 		
Gives thickness and volume to fine or very fine hair.
Internal reconstruction.
Duration 21 days.

SMOOTHING AND SHAPE CHANGE

SMOOTH X- TREMO
This organic tannin blend rebuilds hair quality from the inside out. Suitable for colored hair. It will
change the quality of your hair and you can have a salon look every day with your own hands.
Ritual with greater smoothing power 100%.
Styling comfort.
Eliminates frizz.
Maximum internal and external recovery.
Duration from 3 to 6 months.

Short
Average
Average - long

175 €
175 €
375 €

Long
Very Long

Includes Shampoo & Mask to take home for a long-lasting and extraordinary result :)
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450 €
550 €

H E A D S pa T reatments

SMOOTHING AND SHAPE CHANGE

175 - 450 €

RELAX 			
Ritual with medium smoothing power 30% to 50%
Maximum smooth compatibility, with shapes, waves...
Maximum internal and external recovery.
Eliminates frizz.
Duration of 2 to 4 months.

100 - 145 €

CURL 			
Maximum internal and external recovery.
Eliminates frizz.
Provides thickness and curl control.
Duration from 4 to 6 weeks.

XPRESS SMOOTHING THERAPHY 			
Smoothing power 60-70%
Styling comfort.
Eliminates frizz.
Maximum internal and external recovery.
Duration 2 - 3 months.
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100 - 250 €

H E A D S pa T reatments

RECONSTRUCTION

BATH S.O.S

75 €

		

Volume reduction 20% to 30%
Maximum smooth combing, with shapes, waves...
Decreases frizz.
Internal and external recovery.
Duration 25 - 30 days.
Fill effec.

75 €

XTREME REPAIR
Maximum hair reconstruction.
Increased hair thickness.
Maximum combing, smooth, waves...
Decreases frizz.
Internal and external recovery.
30 days duration.

75 €

MIRACLE OIL
Maximum hair reconstruction.
Protected hair.
Disulfide bridges and bonded hydrogens.
Brightness.
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HAIR EXTENSIONS

HAIR DREAMS & PERFECTRESS

CONNECTION SYSTEM EXTENSIONS

			

Price on request

Connections are an ultimate stand by strand hair extension
system, connections are very small, soft individual hair
strands that are invisible whilst wearing and soft to the
touch. They are gentle to the natural hair. No heat, glue,
solvent, residue or damage.
A consultation is required before any appointment.

INDIVIDUAL BOND EXTENSIONS

			

Price on request

A well-proven and distinctive technique to guarantee a style that suits you.
A consultation is required before any appointment.

TAPE HAIR EXTENSIONS

			

Are the perfect solution for adding volume and length to your hair.
Suitable for all hair types.
A consultation is required as costing depends on the length, thickness and
required finish.
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Price on request

FACIALS

FACIALS

Relax, unwind and treat specific concerns with our wide
range of facials, our Morjana Cosmetiques are suitable
for all skin types.

53 €

DETOX & HYDRATATION
An intensive treatment to clean all pores and skin, giving a fresh and
energized feeling and look.

75 €

PERSONALIZED FACIAL
This facial provides all that your skin is in need, from a deep detox to a gold
mask ultra sensorial, making your skin look as never before.

INSTANT REJUVENATION SYSTEM
Age lOc Facial & Flash Lift Pearl. 				
Using the latest generation and innovative technology from our Galvanic
System Spa to massage the face and help penetrate deeply The Age
Ioc Product, designed with a system to accelerate the movement of
information registered in the DNA, rejuvenating and revitalizing your
skin thus improving tightness, homogeneity, smoothness and shine. Three
weekly sessions are recommended for best results.
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45 €

MAKE-UP

MAKE-UP

RETOUCH MAKE-UP SESSION

Mar Creative Director
		

41 €

Our team of make-up artists is on hand to offer 30-minute make-up touchups. You can choose to focus on one specific area: for example, lips, eyes
or cheeks.

MAKE-UP SESSION

Mar Creative Director
		

From beautiful daytime looks to elegant evening styling, our team of makeup artists will be able to perfectly tailor your desired look.
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75 €

MAKE-UP

BRIDAL MAKE-UP

125 €

Wedding Day Bridal Make-up Trial
This initial consultation will help you decide on colours and application as
well as your chosen artist for the day. Make-up artists are then available for
bookings on the day of your wedding, for in-store or external appointment.

Wedding Day Bridal Make-up in salon

Price on request

Booked with your chosen make-up artist following your Bridal Make-up Trial
appointment, this includes a full make-up application on the day of your
wedding.

External Wedding Day Make-up Service

Price on request

For ultimate peace of mind, have your chosen artist on hand at your wedding
location to ensure you look perfect on your big day.
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EYE & BROW TREATMENTS

EYE & BROW TREATMENTS

Build the brows of your dreams with our shaping, tinting
and sculpting services. Our team will listen carefully to
your requirements to create a truly personalized result.

BROW DESIGN
Brow Thread

15 €

Brow Thread and Brow Tint

25 €

Chin or Lip Thread

10 €

Chin and Lip Thread

17 €

Forehead Thread

15 €

Full-face Thread (excluding brows)

30 €

Full-face Thread (including brows)

45 €

Brow Tint

10 €

Lash Tint

21 €

Brow Lightening							

19 €
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EYE AND BROW TREATMENTS

EYELASH EXTENSIONS

EYELASH EXTENSIONS
Achieve the full, Xtreme lashes you’ve always wanted with our lash extension
options.
Increase lash length and thickness with extreme eyelash extensions, which
are applied one at a time to your lashes for a natural appearance. Please
arrive at your appointment with no false lashes on, or book a lash removal
prior to your extensions.

Bespoke Xtreme Lashes			

		
110 €

Your lash technician will create a bespoke treatment to
compliment your eyes using Classic or Infinite Lashes.

Bespoke Lashes Infill		
100 €
Must be done within 2-4 weeks of the original treatment.

Lash Extension Removal					
30 €
This service is complimentary with a new application.
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FAQS

FAQS

BOOKING CONFIRMATION
Carrion Head Spa will confirm your booking via
email.

PROMOTIONS & EVENTS
We regularly hold exclusive events, such as
product launch parties, and special promotions
for treatments.

ARRIVING
We encourage you to arrive early so that you
can take some time to relax. You can enjoy a
refreshment and get into your head spa mood.

Carrion Head Spa reserves the right to change
prices, promotions or age restrictions where
necessary at any time, All prices are listed in the
Spain sterling, inclusive of VAT.
To book an appointment or for more information
please call +34 681 084 803.

LATE ARRIVAL
We will do everything we can to accommodate
late arrivals and we will try to offer at least part of
the service (depending on the treatment).
Arriving more that 15 minutes late you will lose
your appointment and your deposit.

DEPOSITS
Bookings for all treatments and services are
subject to a deposit payment at the time of
making the reservation.

PERSONAL BELONGINGS
You can leave your bag on your table next to you.
Carrion Head Spa cannot take responsibility for
any items.

If you are making a booking with a gift voucher
please be sure to quote the voucher number at
the time of booking.

MOBILE PHONES
To maintain our relaxing environment, please
ensure your mobile phone is switched off or on
silent throughout your visit.

CANCELLATION POLICY
In the event that you wish to cancel an appointment
we will fully refund any deposit paid provided that
you notify us of your intention to cancel at least 24
hours before your appointment time.

CHILDREN
Please note that Carrion Head Spa is not
accessible to children under the age of 14.
Children over 14 are welcome to Carrion Head
Spa provided that their booking is made by a
parent guardian accompanying them at all times
in the salon.

If you miss your appointment or provide us with
less that 24 hours notice of your intention to
cancel, your deposit will not be refunded.
Cancellation course items less that 24 hrs in
advanced will be deducted.
In unavoidable circumstances we may need to
rearrange or cancel your booking.

LAST-MINUTE AVAILABILITY
Please contact +34 681 084 803 for last minute
appointments.

In such circumstances we will liaise with you to
arrange a new appointment or treatment at a
convenient time..

RECOMMENDATIONS
We love referrals, bring us a new client and get a
free head spa treatment.

FEEDBACK
Your feedback is extremely important to us.
If you would like to share your experiences and
offer suggestions, please speak to a member of
the head spa team in person, call or
email info@carrionheadspa.com
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